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Which planet has the longest year?

A: As the furthest orbiting planet in the Solar System, Neptune has the
longest year, taking 164.8 Earth years to complete a single orbit of the
Sun. Prior to its reclassification as a dwarf planet in 2006, Pluto was the
planet with the longest year, equal to about 248 Earth years.

www.reference.com/science/planet-longest-year-1e5b8bf4b2ae24
What planet has the longest year? | Reference.com

What Planet Has the Longest Year? | Reference.com
www.reference.com › Science › Astronomy › Planets
University Today explains that the length of a year increases in relation to distance from
the Sun. The closest planet to the Sun, Mercury, has the shortest year, equivalent to 88
Earth days. A year on Venus equals 224.7 Earth â€¦

The Orbit of the Planets. How Long Is A Year On The â€¦
https://www.universetoday.com/37507/years-of-the-planets
As such, a year on Neptune is the longest of any planet, lasting the equivalent of 164.8
years (or 60,182 Earth days). But since Neptune also takes comparatively little time to
rotate once on its axis (16 hours, 6 minutes and 36 seconds), a single year lasts a
staggering 89,666 Neptunian days.

Length of Year for Planets in Order - Planet Facts
planetfacts.org/length-of-year-for-planets-in-order
Mars: Planet Mars goes around the sun once every 686.98 earth days. Hence, a 15 years
old from Earth would actually be almost 8 years old in Mars years. 5. Jupiter: The planet
Jupiter travels around the sun one time every 4,332.82 earth days. This would make a 15
year old from earth be barely over 1 year old in Jupiter years. 6.

What planet has the longest year - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › The Solar System › Planet Uranus
Pluto has the longest year, if it was still a planet that is, equal to 248.76 Earth years.
Since Pluto is no longer considered a planet, the planet with the longest year is â€¦

Which planet has the longest year and how long is it - â€¦
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=deprNcQAUjo
Jun 10, 2018 · Which planet has the longest year and how long is it - Find out more
explanation for : 'Which planet has the longest year and how long is it' only from this ...

What Is The Planet With The Longest Year? - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRyvKO4kMW4
Dec 15, 2017 · As such, a year on Neptune is the longest of any planet, lasting the
equivalent of 164.8 years (or 60,182 Earth days). How long is a year on the other planets
new planet has longest of any alien world known.

What inner planet has the longest year - qa.answers.com
qa.answers.com › â€¦ › Science › Astronomy › Planetary Science
The planet in our galaxy that has the longest year is Neptune. Because it is farther away
from the sun, it has the longest path to travel. Pluto ain't a planet..
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